
Grace and Peace to you this morning as we contemplate the transfiguration and seek 
transfiguration in our hearts.   
 

As a pastor—one who wishes to see this community and our sister communities grow 
and thrive into the future—I often have to remind myself I believe in a Jesus who, after 
his transfiguration, came down from the mountain top of light.  I need to remember this 
because I, far too often, resist coming down from the mountain top with Jesus. Just like 
Christ’s disciples, I want to pitch a tent up there. I want to linger.  I want to bask in 
Christ’s glory and forget about the troubles of the world.  I also want to revel, delight, 
and partake in the process of creating mountaintop experiences for all of you so you’ll 
want to stay up there too.  By that I mean here in church.  I and my colleagues, we think 
about this all the time.  How can we keep them coming back?  What can we do or say 
that’s funnier, wittier, more profound?   What can we do in worship that will ignite their 
senses and make them feel something in a world that feels increasingly desensitized by 
being overstimulated?   
 

Attendance is a challenge for us churches without huge sound systems and smoke 
machines, huge TV monitors, and worship bands these days.  All churches are 
declining in numbers but mainline churches are undergoing the most shrinkage.  Less 
people claim to be religious, yes, but we’re also losing our members and families to 
experience-generating mega churches.  Don’t get me wrong, I’m not going to stand up 
here criticizing our fellow siblings in Christ this morning. I am, however, wanting us to 
take note of our ever-increasing, entertainment-based, give-it-to-me-now, consumer-
culture, even when it comes to our personal and communal relationships with 
Christ.  We are a culture that now idolizes experiences.  Even drinking a cup of coffee 
has to be an experience.  I’m guilty as charged.  I love my soy lattes from Starbucks for 
more reasons than just the coffee. This point is, we have to be hooked, line and sinker, 
to make anything worth our while.  
 

Be it coffee, sports events, concerts, or church, they’re all working to conjure up a 
mountaintop high for us. These kinds of experiences we then need, crave, and go to 
great lengths to ingest with our eyes, souls, and all of who we are.  And, just to make 
sure all our viewers on social media know we’re living a better life than them, even 
when behind the scenes life is a hot-mess-scramble, we’ll forgo dealing with the root 
causes of our issues for that one shot of us with the spectacular view in the 
background.  We’re addicts, my friends.  If it’s not a spiritual or religious high we’re 
seeking, it’s something else.   
 

But Jesus came down from the mountain where it’s not always a very fun place to 
dwell.  He came down to be with us, you and me, in our relaties, in our messes, in our 
attempts to look all bright and shiny just like Jesus but then fail in our attempts to be 
who others think we need to be, over and over and over again.   
 

He came down.  Jesus meets us at the bottom despite our attempts to find him at the 
top.  So then, you might be wondering, why did he go up to the mountain in the first 
place? What was the point of the Transfiguration if all Jesus was going to do was look 



“purty” for a few moments and then begin his descent back down?  This is a fair 
question to ask, so I’ll give you a little backstory.  
 

According to Jewish expectation at the time, and as found in the book of Zechariah, 
chapter 14, it was believed God was going to usher in the new age, the "Day of the 
Lord," during a time set apart, a time the Jews called the Festival of Booths. This God-
commanded festival, kept by Jews for centuries, was considered the expected 
timeframe God would take control of God's creation, turning the dominant military 
powers of the day into cowering, trembling nobodies. So, of course, we get this story of 
expectant, eager Peter, who was also quite terrified, babbling about wanting to 
construct three booths for Jesus, Moses, and Elijah (our translation says dwellings, but 
its the same word for booth translated differently in different bibles). From what he was 
seeing, the Day of the Lord was surely upon him.  
 

I can just see Peter in our day and age all flustered, totally missing most of the moment 
as he fumbles to get his phone out to take a selfie.  He’d be like, check Jesus out, 
[snap] as he posts on insta with the caption: The Romans are going down! #messiah 
#bedazzled #wewin #sayonaranumskulls #thedayofthelord.  It was a spectacular sight 
up on that mountaintop and Peter had a front row seat.  He was preparing to stay up 
there forever.     
 

Also significant was the fact that Moses and Elijah appeared on the mountain with 
Jesus.  These two figures were believed by the Jews to be God’s precursors for the end 
times.  In 2 Kings, chapter 2, we’re told that Elijah was taken into heaven on a chariot of 
fire, disappearing into a cloud of mystery.  In Deuteronomy, chapter 34, we’re told that 
God buried Moses and that his grave was never to be found.  So these two men of faith 
were thought to be available for God to send back as informants of God’s Reign, 
signifying the end to Roman oppression and the end of Jewish suffering too.  So, since 
these two figures showed up, of course this meant victory and new beginnings for Peter 
and the disciples. I bet they were really disappointed when Moses and Elijah ended up 
disappearing at the end of our story.     
 

Furthermore, other things happened on the mountaintop that would have caused 
Christ’s disciples to believe the end times were at hand. They would have recalled in the 
book or scroll of Daniel a mysterious messianic figure oracled as the One to bring about 
God's will and God's justice. This figure was depicted as appearing supernaturally 
stunning--a figure in clothing white as snow. As Jesus transfigured, Peter, James, and 
John would have remembered Daniel’s prophecy.  They would have believed it was “go 
time” for God.  Their Messiah--a king shining in white and brilliance, radiant in light and 
Godly splendor--had finally arrived.        
   
Yet, a couple chapters prior to our text for this morning, Jesus made his first prediction 
about his own suffering and death on the cross.  On that mountain top, Peter had 
forgotten or failed to acknowledge this.  He was so wrapped up in his moutaintop 
experience that he forgot everything Jesus told him about his mission and true 



presence, not on the mountaintops away from people and reality, but deep in the valleys 
and shadows of daily life walking alongside us all.   
 

Peter didn’t realize this spectacle on the mountain wasn’t for everyone to see.  It was for 
him, James, and John. Jesus needed them to get on board with his mission and 
purpose.  Yet, Peter and his buddies never really do.  In a few weeks, we’ll read about 
Peter denying Jesus three times on the night of his betrayal. How parallel our lives, 
hearts, and hopes run to Peter’s.  The point of this story is to go there with him.  The 
point is to realize and redirect our expectations so we don’t get to that point of denying 
the true face and heart of Jesus at the most crucial of moments.   
 

So to review, who is Jesus and what does Jesus want us to know about him?  Jesus is 
the One who comes down off the mountaintop. He comes down into the nitty-gritty 
details of misunderstanding, squabbling, and disbelieving we hold as his disciples. He 
comes down into the religious and political quarrels, wars, and upheavels of the past 
and present. He comes down into the jealousies and rivalries both petty and gigantic 
that color our lives and relationships in this time and place.  He comes down into the 
poverty and pain of our world.  Down into into our brokenness, fear, disappointments, 
and losses. Jesus embraces all that is hard, difficult, and even despicable and he 
indeed transforms and transfigures all of it so beauty, love, and hope can prevail.  Such 
is the reality of our cruel story of Jesus’ death on the cross.  We know how it all ends, 
Christ’s death didn’t and doesn’t have the final say, but denying the journey it took to get 
him there doesn’t do us any good either. 
 

Friends, we’re at a turning point in our walk with Jesus.  Next Wednesday is Ash 
Wednesday, a time set aside for us to necessarily sit in what is the pain of this world 
and our own brokeneness.  We’re so quick to get ourselves up and out of it.  We don’t 
like it clinging to us so we shake it off and we run away from it as quickly as 
possible.  Psychology, science, and plain common sense warn us of these dangers, 
though.  If we don’t face our stuff, if we don’t sit with it, deal with it, and decipher the root 
causes of our sin--if we try through every method to not deal with pain but escape it by 
seeking some mountaintop, be it a spiritual high or otherwise--we know we’ll eventually 
burn out and crash, unchanged, and unsatisfied, and so life goes, on, and on, and 
on.         
 

What we can do is pace ourselves for the long road.  We can be careful not to become 
thrill seekers or adrenaline junkies but instead pilgrims prepared for what is the long and 
arduous trek we call life.  We can come to our mainline churches a take note of the 
rhythms, the hymns, our liturgy, that is intentional in everyway and created to keep us 
from getting too carried away with bells and whistles, pomp and circumstance.  We can 
be the steady, dependable lights of Christ in those darkened places we consciously 
make the choice to pass through. We don’t go into dark places with Jesus shooting 
ourselves off like firecrackers, brilliant for one moment then burnt out in the next.  We 
are steady, eternal candles and flames offering comfort and glimers of hope in the name 
of God’s goodness.   
 



Down with Jesus we go, too.  We go with our egos stored safely in our backpacks and 
our little lights out and ready.  Let us stand to sing about what we’re then called to do 
with them in Christ’s name, Amen 
 


